Lacrosse team downs WPI, 11-5

By Shev Finger

 Gregg Wheeler '67 brought his men's totals to 14 goals and 3 assists as the MIT varsity lacrosse team to their fifth victory in nine games over WPI. Wheeler, who scored in less than a minute, accounted for four of the first six goals.

 Three minutes into the first period Wheeler and his unassisted quartet of goals went in on a 7-on-4 advantage as he took a pass from Julie Gutman '68 off the spotted. Arthur combined with Ken Schwartz '69 for the victory. Davis combined with Ken Schwartz '69 for the first goal of the first period. Delving right, Von Waldburg spotted Schwartz off the crosse on the left and rifled the ball across, giving Kenny an easy quick-shot at the goal. The score at the first half looked good.

 Halfway into the third period Wheeler first a second goal and an immense 7-5 lead. Von Waldburg followed suit near goals eight and nine, taking passes from Ginzin '68 and respectively.

 Steve Schroeder '67, who had a poor day score but who was often on the spot, charged a quick shot and rifled the ball low for good number twenty. He was often on the spot, charged a quick shot and rifled the ball low for good number twenty. A few minutes later, Wheeler closed out the scoring, bringing the final score to MIT 11 , WPI 3.

 Wheeler heads for Bowdoin in Enola, Pa., Maine, with UNH on tap for Tuesday's match. Tech should then be ready for their last big test against UMaine, Williams, and Wesleyan.

 Intramural Sports

 Five teams remain unbeaten in third week of softball

 By Joel Hemmelstein

 Intramural softball rounded out a fast and half as action on many cancelled games were played. Manager Steve Pease '68 announced that unless the weather brings more rain, snow, hail or sleet, the play-offs would begin during the week of May 8.

 Ken Schwartz '69 nets his second goal at 14:54 of the second quarter against WPI as Julie Gutman '68 [27] and Walt Maling '67 [24] move toward the goal to bag up the first. A good team effort played the victory in the first half.

 two victories over Phi Kappa Theta, 15-6, and a squeaker past Harvard 1-0. A darned good Beta Theta Tau 11-4 while the Delta scored sixteen to Sigma Phi Epsilon's six early this week.

 The Big Red's stiffened score past the East Campus Lax Tigers 15-5, and a squeaker past Theta Chi 12-10. The variegated team was faring just as far in the solution, the Delta saw walk to 21 hits and 27 runs to defeat NIRSA. The Envoy's tournament Delta Chi, 7-7, is in the ten run range. However, one more week of competition is to come.

 In various games over the last two weeks, Lambda Chi rushed to victory.

 Dartmouth blanks Tech racketsmen

 By Jen Steebe

 At Hanover Tuesday, the men's hold over New Hampshire was never threatened, although the second period placed second behind Harvard in the ECAC's last fall, spring, and summer. Harvard has won the big ones.

 Rich Thurber '67 faced Charles Hawker, the ECAC singles champion. Hawker's serve and accurate net game was not an easy feat at all. Rich Thurber turned on his serve-volley game and eventually had a 3-0 lead. Thurber broke through in the tenth game with four beautiful passing shots to win 6-4. John St. Peter '67 also dropped his first set quickly, then rallied to a 4-1 lead in the second, before dropping it 7-5. At second doubles Steve Davenport '68 and Carl Wolzinger '67 played their best of the season's first before succumbing 9-7 in the third set.